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ABSTRACT
One of the prevalent complications of dental implants is screw loosening. It has been revealed that screw loosening is a matter
of concern for both manufacturers and dental professionals, and this complication imposes more time and money to clinician
and patient. The clinical long-term success of implant restorations depends, in part, on the actions to minimise the parameters
causing screw loosening. This review article aims to throw light on explaining these effective factors and parameters that determine
screw stability. Literature based-search was performed to find related articles till December 2018 using EMBASE, Google Scholar
and MEDLINE. Search terms used were Implant-abutment (I/A) connection/interface, screw-joint stability, lubricants (such as
chlorhexidine (CHX), blood and saliva), mechanical and biological factors (such as contamination, micro-gap formation, settling
effect, metal fatigue and abutment screw coating and loosening) in implant functional failure. Results were limited to papers
available in English. The references of all related literature were also searched for further citations. A large number of factors
including lubricants and mechanical factors have been proposed to have the potential of increasing screw loosening. In-vitro and
in-vivo studies concerning the detailed role of biomechanical agents in incidence of screw loosening may be interesting area to
improve the existing knowledge in this field. This paper presents the comprehensive insight into effective factors in incidence of
screw loosening.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the decades, wide experience in implant knowledge has led
to a growing success in implant dentistry rates up to ninety percent
[1]. However, complications including biomechanical damage are
still published in the literature [2]. It has been observed that screw
loosening is a matter of concern for both manufacturers and dental
professionals, and it is defined in the literature as one of the most
frequent complications associated with dental implants and main
causes of failure of implant-supported prosthesis, imposing more
time and money to clinician and patient [3].
The reported rates of screw loosening may vary in various studies.
Gunne J et al., reported that over a 3-year follow-up of patients,
loosening of gold prosthetic screws was the most common
mechanical failure, along with fracture of occlusal material [4].
In a similar study performed on patients with implant-retained
prostheses for at least 5 years of follow up, 40% of gold slotted
screws failed at the recall appointment [5]. In addition, a systematic
review of the literature reported that incidence of screw loosening
to be 12.7% over 5 years [6]. Ricciardi Coppedê A et al., also
reported that 5.4% of abutment screws became unstable over the
first year of function [7]. This difference may be due to different
etiologic factors including mechanical or biological cause, implant
components design and material.
Considering financial burden of screw loosening on the healthcare
systems and patients, this review aims at explaining the effective
factors which induces screw loosening. Literature based-search
was performed to find related articles until December 2018 using
EMBASE, Google Scholar and MEDLINE. Search terms used were
I/A connection/interface, screw-joint stability, lubricants (such as
chlorhexidine (CHX), blood and saliva), mechanical and biological
factors (such as contamination, micro-gap formation, settling effect,
metal fatigue and abutment screw coating and loosening) in implant
functional failure. Results were limited to papers available in English.
The references of all related literature were also searched for further
citations. Subjects, abstracts, and the full text paper of the records
retrieved from the databases were assessed for probable inclusion.
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Lubricants
Implant-abutment (I/A) complex is an assembly gathered together
by a screw. When an abutment is connected to the implant by
tightening the screw, clamping forces are generated. The tension
produced in the abutment screw upon tightening parallel to the
implant axis, plus the tensile force along all the threads in contact,
is called “preload” [8]. Silva‑Neto JP et al., declared that preload is
mainly important in preventing screw loosening [9]. Hence, if preload
reduces during the clinical function, it may result in joint instability
and screw loosening [10]. In considering this subject, reports have
shown that dry implant cavity probably reduces preload during
closing the abutment screw and consequently increases the risk
of abutment screw loosening [11]. Nevertheless, few investigations
have considered the important role of lubrication on amount of
detorque and screw loosening [10,12].
The effect of lubrication with chlorhexidine (CHX) in I/A interface is
not well understood. Gumus HO et al., reported that contamination
by CHX before insertion of abutment has no statistically significant
effect on Reverse Torque Values (RTVs) [13]. In addition, Asli HN et
al., findings have shown that contamination of implant cavity with
saliva and then with CHX increase the torque [11]. These data was
similar to the results of Guda T et al., [14]. In another study carried
out by Bulaqi HA et al., it has been revealed that use of lubricants
like saliva could reduce the friction and consequently increase the
preload [10]. Supporting Bulaqi HA et al., finding, other studies have
shown that friction coefficient between the contact surfaces is one
of the major factors which effects preload and for the same insertion
tightening torque, decreasing coefficient of friction increases the
preload value [15]. In other words, applied torque and preload are
indirectly proportional to one another due to effect of friction and in
fact, lower preloads were found in screws with increased coefficient
of friction [16].
It is required to clarify how lubrication could have caused greater
preload values. First, one probable explanation for process is that
during screw tightening, friction is produced between the internal
threads of implants and abutment screw threads. This friction is
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not distributed regularly. A humid media intervenes and definitely
omits most of produced internal shear and tensile forces in threads.
Second, while the abutment threads reach their final position inside
the implant, specific areas on the sides of the threads could not be
wetted by saliva. Thus, non-uniform friction would develop under
separating forces resulting in greater amount of preload. Third, if the
second reason is not confirmed, it is probable that wetting factor
can contribute to more apical thread levels; Thus, there is no way
for settling or embedment relaxation, and applied torque loss is
negligible [17].
Unlike above data, Micarelli C et al., stated that these lubricants
reduced the preload. This is also worth mentioning that, due to
reduction of reverse torque following the use of CHX gel [18], Asli
HN et al., showed that CHX gel alone (without saliva) was not as
effective as a lubricant [11]. This data was in agreement with results
of Micarelli C et al., [18]. In addition, Norton MR et al., reported
that Reverse-torque values (RTVs) of titanium abutment screws
is not increased by contamination with saliva [19]. The authors
confirmed that saliva can decrease friction through penetration into
microgaps on I/A interface and then depositing microorganisms
and glycoproteins [20]. Differences in findings between mentioned
studies can be due to differences in methodologies, variations in
form (gel or liquid) and concentration of lubricants such as CHX,
type of used screws like gold or titanium and repeated torquing at
different times [13].
Despite the high risk, contamination by blood in the implant screw
holes during clinical practice, particularly for bone level implants
in surgery stages, there is limited study regarding contamination
with blood in I/A interface in the published literature. Gumus HO
et al., have found that blood contamination of abutment screw
holes signiﬁcantly decrease RTVs. They concluded that blood
contamination can result in greater loosening of screws in clinical
practice [13]. It is likely that blood contamination, because of
high protein content and the presence of platelets or fibrinogen,
can lead to the formation of a thin film on the surface of titanium
screws. Another study has shown that attachment of blood cells to
the implant surface immediately lead to interaction between them
and blood accumulation on the metal surface may possibly have a
negative effect on torque values [21].

Connection Types and Micro-Gap Formation
I/A connection in implant systems differ each other because of their
structure, geometry, material properties, roughness, and several
other features. Jaarda MJ et al., reported that screws produced
by different manufacturers, even if they looked alike, could endure
different maximum preload torque values before loosening [22].
Characteristic differences among screws with the same design
and geometry can be attributed to manufacturing processes and
different intrinsic material properties. Even screws made by the same
manufacturer but from different lots, show different tensile stability
[22]. Ideal connection system should act as a one-piece implant
without micro-gap formation at I/A interface. Microgaps formation
between the surfaces of implants and abutments is important for their
biomechanical failures such as screw loosening [23]. External and
internal hexagon systems have shown different amount of micro-gap
[24]. Some researchers confirm that external hexagon systems are
more prone to screw loosening [25]. Theoretically, internal hexagon
systems indicate higher stability, better distribution of clamping
forces under mechanical loading and elevated resistance to lateral
loads [26]. The worst drawback of external hexagon connection
system is the mechanical behaviour when exposed to tension
forces different from the axial. This disadvantage causes a microgap at I/A connection and subsequently a mechanical instability in
the complex [27]. Several researchers studied this condition and it
is adequately clear that this micro-gap causes screw loosening [28,
29]. Micro-gap is rigorously related to the strength applied to the
abutment that is why external hexagon connection system should
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not be used in case of functional overload [30] such as bruxism
or clenching. Internal connection systems were improved as an
evolution of the external hexagon system, to decrease or ultimately
eliminate the micro-movement at the abutment connection level
and increasing load absorption especially under a lateral force
[24]. Therefore, theoretically internal hexagons have decreased
biomechanical complications such as screw loosening.

Settling Effect
Another important mechanism that leads to screw loosening of
implant-supported prosthesis is the settling effect. The settling
effect or embedment relaxation is the result of no surface being
completely smooth. No matter how precise the machined surface
of implant is, it is somewhat rough from a microscopic viewpoint
during manufacturing. Because of this microroughness on the
surface of implant components, no two surfaces are completely in
intimate contact with one another between the screw threads and
the implant bore threads [31]. Settling of the screw occurs as the
high rough spots flatten under load, since spots will be the only
contacting surfaces when the initial tightening torque is applied.
When the screw interface is subjected to external loads, micromovement takes place between the surfaces in contact, wearing
the contact parts and leads to closer approximation of the two
surfaces. It has been observed that up to 10% of the initial insertion
torque is lost because of settling effect [32]. for this reason, removal
torque is usually lower than tightening torque [33]. The amount
of settling depends on the surface hardness and roughness, and
loading forces. When the total settling effect is higher than the screw
elastic elongation, the screw loosening occurs because of the lack
of contact surface forces to hold it in place [31]. Bakaeen LG et
al., revealed that untightening torque was almost 2 to 3 Ncm less
than tightening torque for gold prosthesis-retaining screws [34].
Sakaguchi RL et al., observed 2% to 10% decrease in preload
over the first few minutes after tightening due to the settling effect
[32]. Siamos G et al., suggested that screws must be retightened
10 minutes after the application of initial torque [35]. A number of
studies have also suggested tightening of screw after the initial
torque and periodically thereafter [36]. This approach should be
used as a routine procedure in clinics.

Metal Fatigue
Metal fatigue phenomena is possibly the most frequent cause of
implant structural failure which occurs after cyclic loading at stress
levels below the maximum elastic strength of the material. Patterson
EA et al., stated that the fatigue life of a screw is about 20 years [37].
Most specialists recommend tightening a screw to the maximum
preload conceivable, within the final tensile strength, to guarantee
a long fatigue life. However, the delivery of over-tightening torque
has been problematic clinically and may lead to elastic deformation
[38]. Possible lack of precision or quality in the machining of parts
involved in I/A connection, leads to metal fatigue and also affect the
lack of exactitude in contact between parts at moment of ultimate
torque application of the screw [39] and might also affirm a lower
abutment performance.

Clockwise and Counter-Clockwise Twisting Moments
Chewing occurs with a regular pattern, but the direction is reversed
in different areas of the oral cavity, which leads to different reversing
twisting moments. For instance, during chewing on the right side
from eccentric contact to condylar position, the right mandible
bone moves inward and forward. The right mandibular teeth make a
clockwise twisting moments on the opposite maxillary teeth [21,40].
Hence, a twisting and bending moment is counteracted by I/A
connection. Since the most convenient way to screw loosening is
reversing it, the direction of the twisting moment may be a significant
key point. For instance, application of the counterclockwise twisting
moment to a right-hand threaded implant would cause screw
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loosening. Implant prosthesis are under chewing patterns of vertical
and horizontal force combinations, yet all these force components
including the direction and magnitude do not have the same effect
with regard to amount of material resistance and incidence rate of
failure [21].
In a fatigue-testing study [41], the mechanical stability of the
connection of the Straumann ® ITI dental implant system with a Morse
taper connection was tested under bending and counterclockwise
(un-tightening) twisting movements. The observations showed
no significant difference in the mechanical resistance properties
between the connections. The authors concluded that the
importance of the internal key mechanism is not only to provide
contribution as an anti-rotational device during its function but also
to ensure positional indexing. Another study revealed that there is
no difference between clockwise and counterclockwise twisting
moments on screw loosening [21].

Successive Loosening and Retightening
In routine clinical practice, it may be necessary to remove the
prosthetic components numerous times in order to adjust
the temporary restorations, perform impressions and ultimate
adjustments. It is essential to determine whether repeated loosening
and tightening of the screws affect their resistance to loosening.
Theoretically, successive and repeated loosening and retightening
leads to creation of smooth micro-irregularities of the contact surfaces
thereby decrease the friction coefficient. This process increases the
elongation of the screw consequently resulting in progressive increase
in preload value [42]. After many cycles, the energy that was spent first
to smooth irregularities would now be used to generate preload [12].
Apart from theoretical aspects, in the literature review, this subject
is controversial. Several in-vitro and in-vivo studies confirmed this
theory. For example, in an in-vitro experiment performed by Guzaitis
KL et al., it was shown that coefficient of friction is decreased by
modification of surface morphology due to successive screw joint
opening and closing [43]. In addition, Tzenakis GK et al., suggested
the use of a used screw [5]. They revealed a greater preload after
repeating the use of the same screw 10 times. However, Weiss EI
et al., assessed the removal torque value of the screw in 7 implant
connection systems, throughout successive cycles (around 200) of
tightening and loosening [44]. They recorded an immediate loss of
3 to 20% in all connection systems, and in the Brånemark system
there was 20% torque loss in the initial cycle, 31% after five cycles,
and 36% after fifteen cycles. Furthermore, Ortorp A et al., and Byrne
D et al., found a decrease in preload value after sequential loosening
and tightening cycles [45,46].

Abutment Screw Coating
Some researches indicated that greater preload may be achieved
with coated screws [31]. Previous investigations [47] have also
revealed that screws with an altered alloy have a lower coefficient of
friction, which may lead to greater preload values. A metal with low
strength, like pure gold, may play the same role as dry lubricant. In
comparison with abutment screws without gold coating, it has been
revealed that gold-coated screws under torque values of 12, 20,
and 32 Ncm showed 26, 24, and 24% increase in preload value,
respectively [48]. Byrne D et al., determined that all types of screw
presented less preload value with repeated retightening, irrespective
of insertion toque and abutment type, but the gold-coated screw
still indicated greater preload values for all insertion torques [46].
Similarly, Stüker et al., reported that generated preload in goldcoated screws are 3 times higher than titanium-coated screws [16].
In addition, Martin et al. found that screws with Gold-Tite coating
had a greater tightening rotation angle and higher value of preload
than titanium alloy screws [47]. Moreover, compared with titanium
abutment screws, tightening and rotation of gold coated abutment
screws with torque values of 12, 20, and 32 Ncm increased to 73%,
76%, and 62%, respectively [49].
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The abutment screw with tungsten carbide carbon coating
decreased the friction level to provide a 10° greater rotational angle
at 30 Ncm tightening torque in comparison with non-coated titanium
alloy screws in implant connection systems [50]. Martin WC et al.,
and Lang LA et al., have concluded that to preserve the stability of
the prosthetic I/A joints [47,48], coated titanium alloy screws with
solid lubricants act better than non-coated titanium screws [51].

CONCLUSION
In spite of the remarkable evolution of implant systems, biological
and mechanical complications still exist. Dental implants do
functionally fail, generally due to screw loosening or fracture. It has
also been revealed that screw loosening is a matter of concern for
both manufacturers and dental professionals, and it is defined in
the literature as one of the most frequent complications associated
with dental implants and main causes of failure in implantsupported prosthesis. Therefore, it is strongly recommended to
continue efforts to improve I/A systems in order to decrease the
screw loosening. A large number of factors including lubricants and
mechanical factors have been proposed to have the potential of
increasing screw loosening. In-vitro and in-vivo studies concerning
the detailed role of biomechanical agents in incidence of screw
loosening may be interesting area to improve the existing knowledge
in this field. Considering comprehensive insight into effective factors
in incidence of screw loosening in this paper, it seems that this
complication is preventable.
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